COLONEL HAILED AS JEWS' FRIEND

HUNDREDS IN RAGS COLUMBIA SCHOOL CRY FOR CLOTHES OF BUSINESS SURE

Women and Children Are Destitute in War Zone in France.

Trustees Make Prof. Egbert Head and Fix September for Opening.

Gifts Total $7,148: KIRCHWEY DESIGNS

Supplies Exhausted. Even the Wealthy Are Forced to Go Barefoot in Winter.

In the crowded portion of France where the American soldiers are stationed, not always have the local people received the necessary food, clothing, and other necessary supplies. The American soldiers are being well entertained, but the French people are not. There is a great need for supplies, and the American soldiers are doing their best to help.

MOTORS TO KICK MULE OUT OF JOB

National Guard Plans Movie Carnival to Earnings for Assist Companies

Belgian ships to carry relief

King Albert Requisitions Nation's entire tonnage for commission.

ROOSEVELT JOINS BATTLESHIP FUND

I wyuist fruy flom pears.

BELGIAN SHIPS TO CARRY RELIEF

Brown pleads mayor

Legislative plan will be helpful to Belgium, Secretary of the Navy says, assuring presence of funds of states which have promised to support the Belgian nation. The American people have promised to support the Belgian nation, and the Secretary of the Navy is doing his best to make sure that the promises are fulfilled.

Help Wanted

A Real Emergency

The New York League for the Aid of Hungry

It is time that we take action. There are many who are hungry and need food. The New York League for the Aid of Hungry is doing its best to help, but we need more food. Will you contribute some? Complete instructions may be obtained from the office of the League at 28 E. 31st St.

WANT FLATS TO SAVE CAT

Mrs. Frankena at 105 Second Ave., has been looking for a place to save her cat. She has been told that there are many places where she can find a home for her cat. Will you help?

COOK'S Imperial Champagne

For delivery of flavor, worth, of life and supreme purity

Say Cook's—Order Cook's Get Cook's

For every occasion—serving suggestions.

American Bottling Co., N.Y.